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Featured Amenities

– Located only minutes from  Wright Patterson AFB

– Easy access from the entire Dayton region

– Full-service lease payments

– 24/7 availability with security entry system

– Free use of conference space  in three various sizes

– Unlimited fiber optics capacity

Contact Bob Murray at (937) 233-1801 ext. 225  for a 
long list of additional amenities  and incentives.
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Close Proximity  to 
Wright-Patt  Air Force Base

A great location means everything in business. 
Many times, it can be the deciding factor between 
success and failure. Wright Point Office Park offers 
the perfect location.

Wright Point Office Park is a 163,000–square-foot office 
environment located next to Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base in Riverside, OH. Occupied by elite technological 
firms from the area, Wright Point’s two buildings offer 
a variety of options designed to meet the needs and 
budget of every office tenant – from single room start-
ups to 61,000-square-foot business headquarters.

Benefits of Wright Point Office Park include:

–  Easy commutes. Wright Point is just 10 miles south 
of the James M. Cox Dayton International Airport and 
near major thoroughfares of I-35, I-75 & I-70, US-4 
and I-675.

–  Grow without moving. Wright Point has offices that 
are the right size for you now while also featuring room 
for your business to expand down the road.

–  Design the space to fit your needs. The interiors of 
the office spaces are fully customizable so that your 
space reflects your needs and values.

–  Great views. Many of the offices feature scenic views 
of the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base complex and 
the area surrounding the Mad River.

–  All the amenities and services you’ll need. With 
full-service rents, parking at the front door, free office 
design services, fiber-based networking, 24-hour 
access and a fitness center, Wright Point has everything 
you need and more.

–  Part of the action. From defense chatter to beneficial 
neighbors, Wright Point has the perfect location to 
grow your business.

–  Network with strategic partners. Wright Point allows 
its tenants free access to a 150-person meeting space 
and event use of its lobby, providing a great place for 
associations to come together.
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